
What Affects the Value of your Business? 
 

 

As a business owner, if you plan to sell your business at any point in the immediate or long-
term future, a professional business valuation should be the first link in the chain of events. If a 
business is overvalued, it will not sell.  

If a business is undervalued, the seller will not realize a full return on his/her investment. In most 
cases, a properly priced business will sell and all parties will walk away satisfied; a fair price is 
the result of an independent professional valuator’s opinion.  

You have invested years of your life creating, sculpting, developing and refining your business. 
When it comes time to sell, you deserve maximum price! Anyone can formulate an opinion and 
make an educated guess.  

Having a professional business valuation completed is beneficial for the following reasons:  

• Buyers, financial institutions and other lenders rely on third-party, professional opinions 
to protect their interests and ensure fairness in the business transaction. 

• Sellers are protected by obtaining a fair price for their business. There is a significant 
difference between tax value (or book value) and market value 

Without a business appraisal or valuation, the seller is inviting unproductive and unnecessary 
anxiety which leads to prolonged or failed negotiations.  

A valuation requires much more than simply looking at your financial statements. A proper 
valuation should include an in-depth review of your financial and operational history over 
several years, and should consider the outlook for your industry and your future growth 
potential.    
There are many factors which may affect a business valuation and it is not a simple process of 
adding up numbers, which is why it is so important to ensure you hire an experienced valuator 
if your business warrants it.   

It is important that the valuator provide you with a clear explanation of the method they intend 
to use, and that it is valid for your type of business. It is also important for everyone to 
understand the methodology used, as this methodology is part of the overall risk of 
purchasing/selling the business.  

Factors Affecting the Value of your Business  
Two different businesses, each with the same Revenues and Profits, can sell for wildly different 
prices.  How can this be?  
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There are a multitude of different factors, both from the seller and the buyer’s perspective, which 
will put upward or downward pressure on the final price of the business for sale.  Below is a 
brief overview of many of the factors that influence the sale price.  
 

Higher Risk//Lower Price  Lower Risk//Higher Price  

new business or short time frame upon which to base 
normalized sustainable future earnings  

established business and reliable, historical 
basis  for normalized  

weak balance sheet  sustainable future earnings healthy 
balance sheet  

questionable growth trend  good growth trend  
weak position in weak industry  strong position in strong industry  

few barriers to entry for competition  significant barriers to entry for competition  
company competes heavily on price, or provides 
commodity product or service company sales not price dependent  

customer loyalty, sales, company management strongly 
tied to personal goodwill of departing owner  

company performance not tied to personal 
goodwill of departing owner  

share purchase  asset purchase  

deal structure means absence of healthy future 
depreciation and amortization opportunity to shelter  

deal structure favours healthy future 
depreciation and amortization opportunity to  

cash flow 
no vendor take-back financing  

shelter cash flow 
vendor take back financing with good terms  

purchase price not tied to post-closing performance, no 
“earn-out”  

purchase price tied to post-closing 
performance, and vendor sharing in post- 

lack of proprietary assets or sustainable competitive 
advantage  

vendor providing excellent management and 
staying on for an extended period of time  

business poorly managed or poorly positioned, buyer 
providing the “sustainability”  

lots of valuable intellectual property and 
sustainable competitive advantage  

significant personal goodwill with seller; risk of loss of key 
customers, suppliers and employees  

well managed and well positioned business, 
seller providing “sustainability”  

 minimal personal goodwill with seller; lots of  
corporate goodwill with customers, suppliers  
and employees 
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Higher Risk//Lower Price  Lower Risk//Higher Price  

minimal synergy for a buyer synergy with buyers' other enterprises 

negative trends in margins good margin trends 

questionable or negative trends re: key suppliers 
or raw materials 

strong bargaining position on supply side, 
including favorable contracts for future 

questionable or volatile trends in near future such 
as increasing costs or labour strife 

solid trends in reasonably-priced labour 

significant currency risks minimal currency risks 

buyer inexperienced in the industry buyer well-established and familiar with 
industry 

economy or industry in or headed into a downturn economy/industry coming out of downturn
or appears to be on track for strong future 

no questionable, poor, or uncertain prospects or 
contracts for future sales 

. 

good prospects or contracts in place for 
future sales 

buyer does not "need" to do a deal buyer "needs" to do a deal 

vendor "needs" to do a deal vendor does not "need" to do a deal 

buyer not afraid of a competitor making the 
acquisition 

buyer wants to eliminate or acquire a 
competitor 

tax situation favours seller at buyer's expense tax situation favours buyer at seller's 
expense 

acquisition or business hard to finance at low 
rates 

good opportunity for buyer to finance 
business or acquisition 

assets overvalued on balance sheet assets undervalued on balance sheet 

no opportunity for post-closing breakup of 
business assets 

good opportunity for post-closing breakup 
value 

significant capital investment required in the near 
future 

no significant capital investment needed 

buyer accepted normalized sustainable earnings 
at the high end of the range 

seller accepted normalized sustainable 
earnings at the low end of the range 


